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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :----    

1. All questions are compulsory. 

2. The question paper consists of 34 questions divided into four sections 

A,B,C and D. Section – A comprises of 8 question of 1 mark each. 

Section – B comprises of 6 questions of 2 marks each. Section – C 

comprises of 10 questions of 3 marks each and Section – D 

comprises of 10 questions of 4 marks each. 

3. Question numbers 1 to 8 in Sections – A are multiple choice 

questions where you are to select one correct option out of the given 

four. 

4. There is no overall choice. However, internal choice has been 

provided in 1 question of two marks, 3 questions of three marks each 

and 2 questions of four mark each. You have to attempt only one lf 

the alternatives in all such questions. 

5. Use of calculator is not permitted. 

6. Please check that this question paper contains 6 printed pages. 
lkekU; funsZ”k % lkekU; funsZ”k % lkekU; funsZ”k % lkekU; funsZ”k %     
1. lHkh iz”u vfuok;Z gSaA 

2. bl iz”u i= esa 34 iz'u gS] tks pkj [k.Mksa esa v] c] l o n esa foHkkftr gSA [k.M & 
v esa 8 iz”u gSa vkSj izR;sd iz”u 1 vad dk gSA [k.M & c esa 6 iz'u gSa vkSj izR;sd 
iz”u 2 vadks ds gSaA [k.M & l esa 10 iz”u gSa vkSj izR;sd iz”u 3 vadks dk gSA [k.M 
& n esa 10 iz”u gSa vkSj izR;sd iz”u 4 vadks dk gSA 

3. iz”u la[;k 1 ls 8 cgqfodYih; iz”u gSaA fn, x, pkj fodYiksa esa ls ,d lgh 
fodYi pqusaA 

4. blesa dksbZ Hkh loksZifj fodYi ugha gS] ysfdu vkarfjd fodYi 1 iz”u 2 vadks esa] 3 

iz”u 3 vadks esa vkSj 2 iz”u 4 vadks esa fn, x, gSaA vki fn, x, fodYiksa esa ls ,d 
fodYi dk p;u djsaA 

5. dSydqysVj dk iz;ksx oftZr gSA 
6. bl iz”u&i= dks i<+us ds fy,s 15 fefuV dk le; fn;k x;k gSA bl vof/k ds 

nkSjku Nk= dsoy iz”u&i= dks i<saxs vkSj os mÙkj&iqfLrdk ij dksbZ mÙkj ugha 
fy[ksaxsaA 

          Pre-Board Examination 2012 -13 

MATHEMATICS  MATHEMATICS  MATHEMATICS  MATHEMATICS                                  CLASCLASCLASCLASS  X                       (SAS  X                       (SAS  X                       (SAS  X                       (SA----2222))))    

Time : 3 to
4

13  Hours                                           Maximum Marks : 90     

QUADRATIC EQUATIONQUADRATIC EQUATIONQUADRATIC EQUATIONQUADRATIC EQUATION    ; AIRTHMETIC PROGRESSION;; AIRTHMETIC PROGRESSION;; AIRTHMETIC PROGRESSION;; AIRTHMETIC PROGRESSION;    

HIGHTS AND DISTANCEHIGHTS AND DISTANCEHIGHTS AND DISTANCEHIGHTS AND DISTANCE    & AREA RELATED TO CIRCLE& AREA RELATED TO CIRCLE& AREA RELATED TO CIRCLE& AREA RELATED TO CIRCLE    

SECTION ASECTION ASECTION ASECTION A    

Q.1 The difference between the circumference and the radius of a circle is 37 

cm. The area of circle is  

(a) 2149cm (b) 2154cm  (c) 2121cm  (d) 2
169cm Ans b  

Q.2 The circumference of a circle is 100 cm. the side of a square inscribed in 

the circle is  

(a) 50 2  cm.  (b)  
π

100
cm.    (c)  











π

250
cm.    (d)  











π

2100
cm.  . Ans c 

Q.3 If the numbers a, b, c, d, e form an AP , then the value of 

edcba +−+− 464  is  

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 0 (d ) none of these  Ans : c  

Q.4 The radius of circle is 50 cm. If the radius is decreased by 50 %, its area 

will be decreased by  

(a) 50% (b) 75% (c) 80 % (d) 25% Ans b 

Q.5 The value of p so that 01652 =++ pxx  has no real roots   

1 2 
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(a) 
5

8
〉p     (b) 

5

8
〈−p  (c) 

5

8

5

8
〈〈

−
p     (d)  none of these .  Ans c 

Q.6 

 
Ans. C 

Q.7 The discriminant  of the quadratic equation ( ) 01242 =++− aaxax  

(a) 4a ( 2a + 1 )  (b) 2a ( 2a + 1 )   (c) 4a ( 2a – 1 )(d) 2a ( 4a – 1 ) Ans c   

Q.8 From the top of a lighthouse 60 metres high with its base at the sea level, 

the angle of depression of a boat is 030 . The distance of the boat from the 

foot of the lighthouse is  

(a) 310  m     (b) 315  m     (c) 320  m    (d) none of these    Ans.d    

                                          SECTION BSECTION BSECTION BSECTION B 

Q.9 Shaped grass field of side 15 m by means of a 5 m long rope in given 

fig .. Find (i) the area of that part of the field in which the 

horse can graze. (ii) the increase in the grazing area if the rope were 10 m 

long instead of 5 m. (Use π = 3.14) . Ans (i) 19.6m
2
 (ii) 78.5 cm 

Q.10 
Write the nature of roots of the quadratic equation .020635

2 =−− xx  . Ans  

D = 94 ; Real , un equal , irrational  

Q.11 Find the middle term of the A.P. : 1, 8, 15, ……….. 505. 

ANS:  

Q.12 Find the area of the shaded region in the given figure, where PQRS is a 

square and its side is 28cm, and four circles of equal radii are inscribed in 

it. 

ANS:

 

Q.13 The length of a string between a kite and a point on the ground is 90 

metres. If the string makes an angle θ with the ground level such that tan θ 

= 15/8, how high is the kite? Assume that there is no slack in the string. 
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Ans  85.192
17

1350
==h  

                                                   OR 
From a point on the ground, 15 m away from the base of a tree, the angle of elevation 

of the top of the tree is 30°. Find the height of the tree. ANS: 

 
Q.14 Determine p and q such that the equation 

3 8 4 6 4 2 1 02y qy py y q p− + + + + + =  shall have both roots equal to zero

 Ans p = -1 q = 1 / 4 ; 4q – 2p = 3 & 4q + 2p = -1  

 SECTION CSECTION CSECTION CSECTION C    

Q.15 Two ships are sailing in the sea on the either side of the light house, 

the angle of depression of two ships as observed from the top of the 

light house are 60° and 45° respectively. If the distance between the 

ships is 200
3 1

3

+







 . find the height of the light house. Ans. 200 m 

Q.16 If βα ,  are the roots of the equation ,0232 =+− xx then the equation 

whose roots are ( )1+α  and ( )1+β . ANS : 0652 =+− xx . 

Q.17 The short and long hands of a clock are 4 cm and 6cm long 

respectively. Find the sum of  the distances traveled by their tips in 

two days. Take ( )14.3=π Ans.Total distance traveled by their tips in 

two days = cm12.190914.3608608 =×=π 910.86cm  

Q.18 AB and CD are two diameters of a circle perpendicular to each other 

and OD is the diameter of the smallest circle. If OA= 7 cm. Find the 

area of the shaded 

region. ANS:

 
Q.19 From the top of a 7m high building, the angle of elevation of the top 

of a tower is 60° and the angle of depression of its foot is 45°. 

Determine the height of the tower. ANS: 

4 
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Q.20 Solve using quadratic formula : ( ) 0252)(99 222 =++++− babaxbax  

Ans






 ++

3

2
,

3

2 baba
   

                                                  OR 

Solve : abandxx
ax

b

bx

a
≠≠=

−
+

−
,2 . Ans
















 +
+

2
),(

ba
ba   

Q.21 The wheels of a car are of diameter 80 cm each. How many complete 

revolutions does each wheel make in 10 minutes when the car is 

traveling at a speed of 66 km per hour? Ans (Number of revoluation = 

4375
40222

71100000

402

1100000
=

××

×
=

××π
 

                                             OR 

The wheel of a motor cycle, 70 cm in diameter, makes 40 revolutions 

in every 10 seconds. What is the speed of the motorcycle in km/hr? 

Ans : speed of motar cycle = 

hkmhcmhcm /68.31/3168000/
10

36008800
==

×
 

Q.22 A boy is standing on the ground and flying a kite with 100 m of string 

at an elevation of 300. Another boy is standing on the roof of a 10 m 

high building and is flying his kite at an elevation of 450. Both the 

boys are on opposite sides of both the kites. Find the length of the 

string that the second boy must have so that the two kites meet.Sol.

 Let the length of second string b x m. 

 

In ∆ ABC ; Sin 300 
AB

AC
=  mAC

AC
50

1002

1
=⇒= In AEF∆  Sin 300 

AE

AF
= ; 

x

FCAC −
=

2

1

x

1050

2

1 −
=  [∴AC = 50 m, FC = ED = 10 

m]
x

40

2

1
=   mx 240=   (So the length of string that the second boy 

must have so that the two kites meet = 240  m.) 
Q.23 For what value (s) of k will the quadratic equation 

( ) ( ) ( ) 053212 2 =+++++ kxkxk  have real and equal 
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roots?ANS:  

Q.24 In figure, ∆ ABC is an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle of 

radius 4 cm. Find the area of shaded portion.         Ans 29.48 sqcm 

                    OR        

An umbrella has 8 ribs which are equally spaced (see Fig.). 

Assuming umbrella to be a flat circle of radius 28 cm find the area 

between the two consecutive ribs of the umbrella. Ans 308 sq cm  

 SECTIOSECTIOSECTIOSECTION DN DN DN D    

Q.25 A  bird  was   sitting  on  the top  of  a tree,  which  is 80m  high.  The  

angle  of  elevation  of  the  bird ,  from  a  point  of  the  ground   was  

45 0 .  The  bird   few  away   horizontally  and   remained   at  a  

constant   height.  After  2 second  the   angle  of  elevation   of  the  

bird  from  the  point  of   observation   became  30 0 .  Find  the  speed    

with  which  the   bird   flew. Ans speed of the bird 

= sm /28.29
2

56.58

2

80380
==

−
 

Q.26 A contract on construction job specifies a penalty for delay of 

completion beyond a certain date as follows. Rs. 200 for the first day, 

Rs. 250 for the second day, Rs. 300 for the third day etc. the penalty 

for each succeeding day being Rs. 50 more than for the preceding 

day. How much money the contractor has to pay as penalty, if he has 

delayed the work for 30 days ? ANS:  

Q.27 The area of an equilateral triangle ABC is 17320.5 cm2. With each 

vertex of the triangle as centre, a circle is drawn with radius equal to 

half the length of the side of the triangle in given Fig. Find the area of 

the shaded region. (Use π  = 3.14 and 3  = 1.73205) . Ans (side =200 

cm ; radius = 100 ; 251.162099.156995.17320 cmArea =−=  

5 6 
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      OR        
Find the area of the shaded region. .  ans : Area of the design  = 

( ) 2

332211 6
8

9
;3&2;4;

8

25
;5 unitABCAAcmDAcmDAcmD =∆∴======

π
π

π

26
56

550

56

886

8

25
62

8

9
unitA =−=−








++=

π
π

π
                                    

Q.28 If the 8th term of the A.P is 37 and the 15th term is 15 more than the 

12th term, find the A.P. Hence find the sum of first 15 terms of the 

A.P. ANS: 

 
Q.29 If -5 are a root of quadratic equation 0152

2 =−+ pxx  and the 

quadratic equation ( ) 02 =++ kxxp  has equal roots, find the value of 

k.    ANS:     

Q.30  Find the area of the shaded design in Fig. 12.17, where ABCD is a 
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square of side 10 cm and semicircles are drawn with each side of the 

square as diameter. (Use π = 3.14) .    

 Solution : Let us mark the four 

unshaded regions as I, II, III and IV (see Fig. 12.18). 

Area of I + Area of III = Area of ABCD – Areas of two semicircles of 

each of radius 5 cm 

  

 

Q.31 If 321 ,, SSS  be the sum of n, 2n and 3n terms respectively of an A.P. 

prove that ( ).3 123 SSS −=  

     OR 
How many three digit numbers are such that when divided by 7, leave 

a remainder 3, in each case. ANS:  
Q.32 There are two poles, one each on either bank of a river, just opposite 

to each other. One pole is 60 m high. From the top of this pole, the 

angles of depression of the top and the foot of the other pole are 30° 

and 60° respectively. Find the width of the river and the height of the 

other pole.Sol.  Let AB be the first pole and CD be the other one 

.CA is the river  .Draw DE ⊥⊥⊥⊥ AB  .Let CD = hm = AE BE = (60 - h) 

m   .  In rt. ∆BAC,   = tan 60° 

⇒ CA=  ⇒ CA = ∴ Width of 

river, CA = 20√3 m = 20(1.73) (  3 = l.73) = 34.6 m Now, In 

rt. ∆BED 

 = tan 30° ⇒60- h = 20 ⇒ h = 60-

20 = 40 ∴  Height of the other pole = 40 m 
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Q.33 In figure there are three semicircles, A,B and C having diameter 3 cm 

each, and another semicircle E having a circle D with diameter 4.5 cm 

are shown . Calculate. 

(i) the area of the shaded region 

(ii) the cost of painting the shaded region of the 25 paisa per cm2, to 

the nearest    rupee. Ans: (i) 12.375 cm2 ,(ii)  Rs. 3 

Q.34 In Fig., two circular flower beds have been shown on two sides of a 

square lawn ABCD of side 56 m. If the centre of each circular flower 

bed is the point of intersection O of the diagonals of the square lawn, 

find the sum of the areas of the lawn and the flower 

beds.  Ans 4032 m 
                                     **************** 
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